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Abstract 
A probability density function is developed for the phase of light 
that is the result of adding a signal to noise with K-distributed 
aaplitude and unifora phase. The probability density function of the 
phase associated with the I-K distribution is also developed. 
In the process of deriving the probability density function of the 
phase auch is learned about the relationships between different 
probability_ density functions. Three different aethods of deriving 
hoaodyned K statistics are shown to be equivalent. Two different 
aethods of deriving I-K statistics are shown to be equivalent. 
Theoretical aoaents of the hoaodyned K distribution are coapared 
with experiaentally aeasured aoaents in order to deteraine the 
paraaetera of the aodel for different conditions of turbulence. 
An experiaent is proposed for aeasuring the spatial structure 
function of the phase in a aanner that will allow verifying the 
accuracy of the new probability density functions of the phase. 
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INTRODUCTION 
As an electroaagnetic wave propagates through the atmosphere it 
is affected by variations in humidity, pressure, and temperature. For 
an optical beam, tne effect of these variations can be ascribed to 
their effect on the refractive index parameter, n. The gradients of 
the refractive index established by the turbulence act as a aultitude 
of prisas and lenses to refract and focus or defocus the light. 
Large-scale turbulence aay cause the beam to wander or it aay increase 
or decrease the beam spot size. Large scale variations such as this 
can be attributed to variations of the phase of the light across the 
beaM cross section. An example of this effect is a airage, caused by 
a bending of the light waves due to a temperature gradient. 
Eddies that are saaller than the cross section of the beaa will 
affect only a part of the beam. Since there are likely to be many of 
these saall scale eddies in the path of the beaa, the beam will be 
aultiply scattered and the light at a point in the bea~ will be the 
sua of light fro• aany different scatterers. As the number of scat-
terers and the aaount of light contributed from each scatterer vary, 
t~e intensity of the light at that point will vary. An example of 
this can be seen in the twinkling of starlight. 
If the light is coherent ' the effect of scattering will be even 
greater. Since the light froa the different scatterers will travel by 
different paths, the different optical path lengths will cause the 
2 
light fro• the different scatterers to be out of phase with each 
other. The aagnitude of the phase difference aay cause the light from 
different scatterers to cancel. This interference effect will in-
crease the aagnitude of the intensity fluctuations. 
In addition to the interesting optical effects such as airages 
and twinkling of stars, these phenomena are of interest for aany 
practical reasons. The intensity variations are of interest for such 
applications as astronomy or predicting signal detectability or the 
amount of energy that can be delivered to a target. Phase fluctua-
tions are also of importance in predicting the accuracy of optical 
distance measuring systeas.1 These phenomena are also of interest in 
that they affect electro-aagnetic propagation of different wavelengths 
and even acoustic waves. 
Tatarski2 developed auch of the physical theory describing the 
fluctuations of the refractive index. The wind will cause fluctua-
tions of aany different sizes. The size of the smallest fluctuations 
is called the inner scale and is on the order of ailliaeters. The 
size of the largest fluctuations is called the outer scale and is on 
the order of aeters near the ground. 
One area of continuing research is an atteapt to determine the 
probability density functions CPDFsl describing the fluctuations of 
light at a point in ~he wave after propagation through the atmosphere. 
There is wide agreeaent on intensity statistics for an optical beam 
traveling over short propagation paths and/or conditions of weak 
3 
turbulence; specifically, both theoretical considerations and experi-
aental data strongly support the lognoraal aodel.2 Another regiae 
where researchers are in accord is the region 0£ supersaturation, 
where the negative exponential aodel is taken as the limiting distri-
bution 0£ the light intensity.3 It is the interaediate region, 
however, where the conditions of turbulence range £rom aoderate to 
saturation, that is the least understood in teras 0£ a siaple aathema-
tical aodel. 
The K Distribution 
Since the light at a point in the bea• can be considered to be 
the sua of light froa several different scatterers, the a•plitude and 
phase 0£ the light at that point can be written in the fora, 
N 
l Cl> 
k=l 
where rk and •k are the aagnitude and phase ·of the light contributed 
by individual scatterers and N is the nuaber 0£ scatterers. 
Because of the small size of the inner scale the different compo-
nents of the beam can be considered to be statistically independent. 
However, due to the variation in the number of scatterers, the process 
aay be considered a doubly stochastic process. 
I 
Jakeaan4 treated N as a randoa variable governed by negative 
I 
binoaial statistics. He then showed, using a liait distribution 
approach, that the statistics of the aaplitude, R, of the noise are 
described by the K distribution, whose PDF is given by 
4 
4Ra ( )<a+l)/2 
p<R> = r<a> ~ Ka-1<2R&b> (2) 
In this equation, b is the average intensity of the light and a is a 
paraaeter which was considered to be a aeasure of the degree of bunching 
of the number of scatterers. 
The K distribution was shown to accurately describe the intensity 
statistics of light propagating through turbulence for several con-
ditions, including starlight passing through the upper at~osphere and 
propagation of a laser beaa through ~ layer of turbulent air or 
water.S It also describes the intensity fluctuations of the return 
froa the sea when illuainated by a narrow-beam radar.6 Unfortunately, 
it is an accurate aodel for an optical beaa propagating through at•o-
spheric turbulence only for fairly strong conditions of turbulence 
and/or long path lengths. 
The K distribution can be derived through other approaches also. 
If N is considered to be a fixed nuaber and the light from the indivi-
dual scatterers is added on an incoherent basis rather than on a 
coherent basis, then the intensity of the light at a point is given by 
2 N 2 E = R - ~ r 
- L k 
k=l 
Nakagaai7 showed thai the PDF of the intensity, E, is then given by 
I 
(3) 
the gaaaa distribution and the PDF of the aaplitude is given by the a 
distribution. The PDF of the a distribution is _given by 
5 
pCR> = 2
R2N-1 
rcN> <4> 
where b 0 is the average intensity of the light. 
Phillips and Andrews8 proposed that the integer, N, should be 
replaced by an effective nuaber of scatterers, o, which is not 
constrained to pe an integer. They further proposed that the a dis-
tribution be treated as a conditional distribution, dependent on the 
average value of the intensity of the light. The unconditional PDF of 
the aaplitude is then given by 
co 
pCR> = J p<Rlb0 >pCbo>dbo 
0 
If the PDF of the negative exponential distribut~on is assumed 
(5) 
for the PDF of b0 and the integration is perforaed, then the PDF of R 
is found to be the K distribution. Thus the K distribution can be 
derived fro• an incoherent randoa walk. This derivation is shown in 
Appendix B. 
A siailar process can be used to derive the K distribution from a 
coherent randoa walk. It is well known that the aaplitude of R, when 
deterained fro• equation Cl>, is governed by the Rayleigh distribu-
tion, while R2 is governed by the negative exponential distribution. 
I 
If the Rayleigh distribution is assumed to be conditional on the 
average intensity of the light and a gaaaa distribution is assuaed for 
the average intensity of the light, then the unconditional density is 
given by the K distribution <see Appendix D>. This is particularly 
6 
interesting since the gamaa distribution is the continuous analog of 
the negative binoaial distribution. 
Universal Models for Intensity Fluctuations 
If the light at a point is assumed to consist of a signal, which 
propagates directly through the turbulence, in addition to noise, 
which is the result of aultiple scatterings, then the phase and ampli-
tude of the total field are given by 
(6) 
where A is the aaplitude of the signal. Figure 16 in Appendix F 
illustrates the relationship between the aaplitudes and phases in 
equation <6>. 
By assuming that both A and R have ga••a distributions, but with 
different paraaeters, Phillips and Andrews derived a universal statis-
tical aodel for the intensity that was accurate for all conditions of 
turbulence.8 Unfortunately, the aodel was too unwieldy for practical 
applications. 
If A is treated as a constant, R is assuaed to have the K distri-
bution and • has the unifora distribution, then the PDF of V is given 
by the distribution naaed the HK distribution, since it is the result 
of hoaodyning the K distribution <i.e. adding a signal to noise with 
I 
K-distributed aaplitude.> 
p<V> = (~)a r 
b k=O 
One fora of the PDF of this distribution is 
I 
4<1-q+2k>C<1-a+k>r<l-a+k> 
rc1-a>k!k!A r<a> E2k (7) 
7 
where E2k is introduced . for notational convenience and is defined 
by 
= { (8) 
A > V 
V > A 
This distribution also agrees with experiaent over all ranges of 
turbulence, but it is also too unwieldy for practical applications. 
In atteapting to find a siapler fora for the HK distribution, 
Andrews and Phillips derived the I-K distribution, whose PDF is given 
by 
p<I> = 2 (f) a-1 (~) 
{ 
Ka_ 1 <2Av{;/b>Ia-lc2v'al/b) 
Ia_1 <2Av{;/b>Ka-lc2JaI/b) 
A>~ 
~>A 
This distribution is also accurate over all conditions of tur-
bulence9,10 and has a auch siapler fora than that of the HK dis-
tribution. Using this aodel, it was possible to develop detection 
probability equations that were valid for all conditions 0£ turbu-
lence. 
But, in order to predict phenoaena such as bea• wander, it is 
<9> 
necessary to describe ithe statistics of the phase of the light. The 
subject 0£ this dissertation is the derivation of the phase distribu-
tions associated with the I-K and HK distributions. 
PHASE STATISTICS 
Hoaodyned K 
The first atteapt to derive the PDF of the phase associated with 
the HK distribution started in the straightforward aanner of adding a 
constant aaplitude signal to noise with K distributed aMplitude and 
unifora phase. In this case the phase and aaplitude of the total 
field are given by equation <6>. The PDF of the aaplitude, V, is 
given by the HK distribution. The PDF of the phase, ,, is what is 
desired. 
The first step in finding p<'> is to find the joint distribution 
of the aaplitude and phase of the noise. Assuaing that the two PDFs 
are independent, the joint PDF is siaply the product of the two PDFs, 
The next step is to find the joint PDF of V and '· This can be 
accoaplished by a transforaation of variables. In order to siaplify 
the process, two new variables, X and Y, were introduced. These 
variables are the real and iaaginary parts of the total field, respec-
tively. They are defined by 
<11> 
The joint PDF of X and Y is found by dividing the PDF of R and • 
by the absolute value of the Jacobian of the transforaation. The 
8 
9 
joint PDF of V and ~ can then be found by dividing the joint PDF of X 
and Y by the absolute value of the Jacobian of that transforaation. 
Thus, 
(12> 
pCV,,> = pCX,Y>ltJ<X,Y> I <13> 
The derivation of the Jacobians and a figure illustrating the 
relationship between A, R, •• X, Y, V, and 'are given in Appendix F. 
Once the joint density is known, either aarginal density can be 
found by integrating the joint density over the range of the other 
variables. Thus the PDF of the phase can pe found fro• 
co 
p<'> = J pCV,,>dV 
0 
(14> 
When this was done an expression was obtained, which is in the 
fora of an infinite series of Meijer G-functions. 
When an atteapt was aade to plot the PDF as a function of the 
phase, difficulties were encountered. The expression was very unwiel-
dy and the resultant graphs were obviously wrong. They had unexpected 
shapes and it was obvious that if the PDF was integrated over the 
phase, the result would not be equal to one, which is a requireaent 
I 
for all PDFs. After soae tiae1 it was discovered that the paraaeters 
of the Meijer G-functions did not satisfy existence requireaents for 
the Meijer G-functions. Therefore the expression was invalid. 
10 
Further atteapts to integrate the joint PDF in order to deteraine 
the PDF of the phase were in vain. Another approach would be needed 
to find the PDF of the phase. 
One exception was £or the case where a was equal to an integer 
plus one-half. In that case the aodified Bessel function in the K 
distribution can be expressed as a finite sua of exponentials. This 
allowed deriving the PDF of the phase for half-integers values of a. 
For a = M + 312, the PDF of the phase is given by 
where 
p(ljl) = { 
cos'I' > 0 
C15> 
cos'I' < 0 
( 1€» 
../tiO M+2 
I = 2 P cos~ lsin'l'IM+l KM+l<2'1ci0p lsin,I> 2 nr<a> <17> 
co 
r 
n=O 
2n-2 k 
+ l <-1> Bk (Ei<-2v'c:iP> + 
k=O 1<2n-1-k> ! 
2n-k-2 <-l>LL! e-2v'c:XP) l - l+L L=O <2Vap> 
+ 
M 
r 
k=2n 
k-2n r-- L -~ ~ Bk<k-2n>! <2vap> -2vap 
L L! e 
L=O 
) Cl8> 
11 
{ C2M-k>! 2k-2 - 2M 0 ~k ~M k! <M-k>! Bk = C19> 
0 k < 0 or k > M 
The paraaeter a is interpreted as the effective nuaber of scat-
terers, p is a power ratio defined by p = A2/b and Ei<x> is the 
exponential integral function. 
The calculations used in deriving the joint PDF and atte•pting to 
integrate it to deteraine the PDF of the phase are given in Appendix 
B. 
Homodyned Ga••a 
Since the K distribution could be derived from the gaaaa distri-
bution by treating it as a conditional density, it was hoped that the 
PDF of the phase for the HK distribution could be found by treating 
the PDF of the phase for the hoaodyned gaaaa distribution as a condi-
tional density. 
In order to find the PDF of the phase when noise with gamaa 
distributed intensity is hoaodyned, the approach of the preceding 
section was taken. First the joint PDF of R and • was found by 
aultiplying together the aarginal PDFs. Using the saae relationship 
between the variables, A, R, •, X, Y, V, and ,, the joint densities of 
X and Y, then V and ,,1 were found by dividing by the absolute values 
of the Jacobians of the transfbraations. 
When the joint density is integrated over the range of the aapli-
tude, the result is given by 
12 
cos't' > 0 
= Capo>a { 
2nr<cx> <20> 
where 
-ex 
= Capo> rca,cxpo> <21> 
e -aPosin2' <cxPo>l/2-a r- 2 = vn U<l-a,3/2-cx,aPosin ~> <22) 
co 
l 
n=O 
2n Cll2>nsin ' n-cx+l/2 CcxPo) r<a-n-1/2,CXPo) 
n! 
(23) 
The paraaeter p0 is a .. conditional .. power density defined by 
Po = A2/b0 • This distribution has been called the Ho•odyne Gaaaa 
Phase CHGP> distribution since it is the distribution of the phase 
when noise with a gaaaa distribution for intensity is hoaodyned. 
In order to derive the PDF of the phase for the case when noise 
with a K-distributed aaplitude is hoaodyned, · the HGP distribution was 
treated as a conditional PDF, depending on the average intensity of 
the noise. The average intensity of the noise was assu•ed to have a 
negative exponential distribution, the saae that was used to derive 
the K distribution fro• the gaaaa distribution. When this was done, 
the result was exactly the saae as that arrived at by the preceding 
I 
aethod. The sa•e unsolvable iptegral was encountered, so this atteapt 
was unsuccessful also. 
The calculations used in this atteapt are in Appendix C. 
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Hoaodvned Rayleigh 
Since the K distribution can also be derived by treating the 
Rayleigh distribution as a conditional distribution with a gaaaa 
distribution £or the average intensity of the noise, an atteapt was 
aade to derive the PDF of the phase £or hoaodyned K-distributed noise 
by treating the PDF of the phase when noise with Rayleigh distributed 
aaplitude is hoaodyned as a conditional density. 
The aethod of the preceeding sections was used to find the PDF of 
phase when a constant signal is added to noise with a Rayleigh distri-
buted a•plitude and unifora phase. Once again the joint PDF of R and 
• was found by aultiplying together the aarginal PDFs. The joint PDFs 
0£ V and ' and X and Y were found by dividing by the absolute values 
of the Jacobians of the transforaations. When the joint density was 
integrated over the range of the aaplitude, the result was 
<24) 
Since the PDF 0£ the aaplitude, V, is given by the Ricean distri-
bution, the PDF of the phase has been naaed the Ricean Phase <RP> 
distribution. This expression aatches equation 9-58b of reference 11, 
the PDF derived by Middleton for this case. 
When this expression is treated as a conditional density and the 
I 
gaaaa density is assuaed for t~e average intensity of the noise, then 
one can finally derive PDF 0£ the phase for hoaodyned K noise. The 
resultant PDF is 
14 
<25> 
This PDF has been naaed the Hoaodyne K Phase CHKP> PDF since it 
is the PDF of the phase when noise with K-distributed amplitude is 
homodyned. The calculations necessary to derive this result are given 
in Appendix D. 
Verification of Method 
Since it is not obvious that adding a signal and then conditiona-
lizing should give the saae result as conditionalizing and then adding 
a signal, it was decided to see if the amplitude statistics could be 
used to verify the aethod. 
First, the PDF of the amplitude of the total field for hoaodyned 
K distributed noise was derived by integrating the joint density of 
the a•plitude and phase of the total field over the range of the 
phase; 
n 
pCV> = J pCV,,>d' 
-n 
<26) 
This integral can be evaluated in several ways to yield different 
I 
foras of the PDF. One result is the fora given in equation <7>. The 
calculations are in Appendix B. 
Next, an atteapt was aade to derive the PDF of the aaplitude of 
the total field when a signal is added to noise with gaaaa distributed 
15 
intensity. The integral of the joint density over the range of the 
phase could not be evaluated. Thus no £ora for the HG Choaodyned 
gamma> distribution is given. 
But, if the integral expression for the PDF is treated as a 
conditional density, the unconditional density can be found by aulti-
plying by the PDF of the average intensity of the noise and then 
integrating over the range of the average intensity. 
co n 
p<V> = J J pCV,~lb0 >d~ pCb0 >db0 
O -n 
Switching the order of integration yields 
'If co 
<27> 
p<V> = J J p<V,~lb0 >p<b0 >db0d~ 
-n o 
<28> 
When the inner integral is evaluated the resulting integral is 
exactly the saae as that found when integrating the joint density of 
the aaplitude and phase of the total field for the case of a signal 
added to noise with K-distributed a•plitude over the range of the 
phase. Thus the two aethods produce the saae result. Conditionali-
zing noise with gaaaa distributed intensity with a negative expo-
nential distribution for the average ·intensity of the noise, then 
adding a signal gives the saae result as adding a signal to noise with 
I 
a gaaaa distributed intensity and then conditionalizing with the 
negative exponential distribution. The calculations are in Appendix 
c. 
16 
The next step was to hoaodyne noise with Rayleigh distributed 
a•plitude and uniform phase. When the joint density of the aaplitude 
and phase of the total field was integrated over the range of the 
phase, the result was the expected Ricean distribution. When this was 
aultiplied by the PDF of the average intensity of the noise and inte-
grated over the range of the average intensity of the noise, the 
result was the same PDF that was derived in Appendix B for the HK 
distribution. Thus adding a signal to noise with Rayleigh distributed 
amplitude and conditionalizing with the gamma distribution gives the 
same result as conditionalizing noise with Rayleigh distributed ampli-
tude with the gamma distribution then adding a signal. The calcula-
tions are in Appendix D. 
In suaaary, it has been shown that there are three different, 
equivalent aethods of deriving hoaodyned K statistics. Figure 1 
illustrates the relationship between the different distributions and 
methods. 
add fields 
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add 
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Figure 1. Relationship Between Unifora Phase Distributions. 
The upper PDF is the PDF of the aaplitude or intensity. 
The lower PDF is the PDF of the phase. Horizontal lines 
indicate conditionalizing with the PDF in parentheses. 
Sine Squared Phase 
Background 
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When Andrews atteapted to derive the PDF of the aaplitude of the 
I 
total field when a signal is added to noise with gaaaa distributed 
intensity, he used the characteristic function approach.7 He found 
that the characteristic function contained a confluent hypergeoaetric 
18 
£unction and that the corresponding PDF could not be £ound. He then 
dropped all except the £irst tera 0£ the hypergeoaetric £unction and 
£ound that the corresponding PDF was the generalized n-diatribution. 
Thia distribution was £irst discovered by Nakagaai12 as the distribu-
tion when both signal and noise are added incoherently. Viewing the 
generalized-n distribution as ~eing the approxiaate intensity distri-
bution £or gaaaa distributed noise to which a signal has been added, 
Andrews treated it as a conditional density and in £inding the uncon-
ditional density he derived the I-K distribution. 
Wondering i£ the I-K distribution could be derived directly by a 
adding a signal to noise with K distributed aaplitude, he worked 
backwards froa the I-K distribution and £ound that i£ the phase of the 
noise had the sine squared distribution rather a uni£ora distribution, 
then adding a signal to the noise resulted in the I-K distribution 
exactly. The sine squared PDF is given by 
= r<a><sin2•>a-l 
2'1i r<a-112> 
The sine squared distribution was derived by Miller as the 
distribution of the angle between two n-diaensional Gaussian vari-
<29) 
ables.13 Since the I-K PDF could be derived by hoaodyning noise with 
K-distributed aaplitud~ and a phase PDF given by the sine squared PDF, 
it was wondered 1£ the PDF of the phase associated with the I-K 
·distribution could be £ound by the saae aethod. 
19 
Hoaodyned K/Sine Squared 
If a signal is added to noise with K distributed a•plitude and 
a sine squared phase distribution, the joint distribution of the 
aaplitude and phase of the total field can be found by the saae 
aethods used in the previous section for noise with unifor• phase. 
Integrating over the range of the phase yields the I-K distribution, 
as expected. Integrating over the range of the aaplitude to deter•ine 
the PDF of the phase yields an integral which cannot be solved. 
Hoaodyned Gaaaa/Sine Squared 
Since the above approach was unsuccesful in finding the PDF of 
the phase associated with the I-K distribution, it was decided to 
atteapt to find the PDF of the phase by adding a signal to noise with 
gaaaa distributed intensity and sine squared distributed phase. The 
joint density of the aaplitude and phase of the total field was found 
by aethods siailar to those used in the preceeding sections. When the 
joint density is integrated over the range of · the phase, the result is 
the generalized n distribution. 
When the joint density is integrated over the range of the aapli-
tude, the result is 
p<,lbo> = r <sin2'>a-l e-aPo r<a+kl2><2cos'>k Capo>k/2 
k=O 1 2r<a-112> vi k! 
(30> 
This distribution has been called the Generalized N Phase <GNP> 
distribution, since it is the phase distribution associated with the 
generalized n distribution. 
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If the GNP PDF for the phase is aultiplied by the negative expo-
nential PDF for the average intensity of the noise and the result is 
integrated over the range of the average intensity of the noise, then 
the result is given by 
(31> 
This distribution has been naaed the I-K Phase <IKP> distribution 
since it is the distribution 0£ the phase associated with the 1-K 
distribution. The calculations are in Appendix E. 
Once again, by changing the order of conditionalizing and adding 
a signal, the PDF of the phase has been derived. Two aethods of 
deriving I-K statistics have been shown to be equivalent. Figure 2 
illustrates the relationship between distributions when a sine squared 
distribution is assuaed for the phase of the noise. 
Gaussian 
Fields 
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ga1taa <neg. exp> 
.... 
K 
.r 
sine squared sine squared 
add add 
s ignal signal 
w \V 
gen. n <neg. exp.> 
..... 
I-K 
, 
--
GNP IKP 
Figure 2. Relationship Between Sine Squared Phase PDFs 
The upper PDF is the PDF of the aaplitude or intensity. 
The lower PDF is the PDF of the phase. Horizontal lines 
indicate conditionalizing with the PDF in parentheses. 
Relationship Between HK and I-K Distributions 
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As has already been shown, the HK distribution can be derived by. 
conditionalizing the HG distribution. The I-K distribution can be 
found by conditionalizing the generalized n distribution, which has 
been shown to be an approxiaation to the HG distribution. In ,this 
sense the I-K distribution can be con~idered to be an approxiaation to 
the HK distribution. 
This idea of the I-K dis~ribution being an approxiaation to the 
HK distribution is further strengthened by the derivation by Andrews 
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0£ a fora of the HK distribution wherein the I-K distribution is the 
first ter• of an infinite aeriea.7 
Since the generalized n distribution was shown to result when a 
signal was added incoherently to gaaaa distributed noise, it would 
see• that using a sine squared distribution £or the phase of the noise 
iaplies incoherent addition 0£ the signal. Thus, while the HK distri-
bution is the result of adding a signal coherently to noise with K 
distributed aaplitude, the I-K distribution can be considered to be 
the result 0£ adding a signal incoherently to noise with K distributed 
aaplitude. 
A Special Case 
In the case where a equals 1, there are soae interesting 
relationships between the different distributions. Since this case 
corresponds to having only one effective scatterer, there is no 
addition occuring, so one would expect no difference between the 
coherent addition and the incoherent addition cases. Indeed, it can 
easily be seen that, for a = 1,. the gaaaa distribution reduces to the 
negative exponential distribution, and the a-distribution reduces to 
the Rayleigh. 
The siaplif ications are carried even farther by the fact that, 
for a = 1, the sine squared distribution reduces to the unifora 
I 
distribution. Since there is no difference between the sine squared 
I 
distribution and the unifora distribution in this case, one would 
expect that the distributions derived fro• the unifora phase distribu-
tions would be equivalent to the distributions derived froa the sine 
squared distribution. Indeed, it can be seen that the generalized n 
distribution reduces to the Ricean distribution when a = 1. And 
Andrews showed that if a signal is added to noise with K distributed 
aaplitud~ and uniforaly distributed phase when a = 1, then the I-K 
distribution results.7 
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In suaaary, for the case, a =1, the I-K and HK distributions are 
the saae, the IKP and HKP distributions are the saae, the unifora and 
sine squared distributions are the saae, the gaaaa and negative 
exponential distributions are the saae, the a and Rayleigh 
distributions are the saae, the generalized n, HG, and Ricean 
distributions are the saae, and the GNP, HGP, and RP distributions are 
the saae. 
PLOTS 
Intensity Koaents 
In order to obtain nuaerical results £or the different PDFs, it 
is first necessary to obtain p~oper values of a and p. These values 
are obtained by coaparing the aoaents 0£ the theoretical intensity 
distributions with aoaents fro• experiaentally aeasured intensity 
fluctuations. 
The experiaent to aeasure the intensity £luctuations is concep-
tually siaple. A laser transmits a beaa of light parallel to the 
ground over a long distance. A point detector aeasures the intensity 
of the light at the rate of several hundred aeasureaents per second. 
The nth aoaent is found by suaaing the nth powers of the intensities 
for all the aeasureaents1 then dividing by the nuaber of aeasureaents. 
The noraalized nth aoaent is then found by dividing the nth aoaent by 
the first aoaent to the nth power. The equation is given by 
<32> 
This experiaent and variations of · it have been done by several 
experiaenters over varyfng distances and ataospheric conditions and 
I for varying wavelengtha.41819114-17 
For the experiaents conducted by the University of Central 
Florida a 15 aW HeNe laser at a height of 1.5 aeters above the ground 
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is being used as the transaitter. The unexpanded beaa has a diver-
gence 0£ about one ailliradian. For soae aeasureaents a 2 1/2 inch 
colliaator was used to change the wavefront froa spherical to planar. 
The use of a colliaator was found to create probleas for soae aeasure-
aents because the beaa spot size at the detector was saall enough that 
beaa wander could place the detector outside of the beam. 
The receiver used was a photoaultiplier tube <PMT> with a pinhole 
to restrict the aaount 0£ light received and prevent spatial avera-
ging. The output of the PMT was recorded with a MINC ainicoaputer. 
The MIMC ainicoaputer was used to coapute the second through fifth 
noraalized aoaents. The aoaents £or different runs were then plotted 
on seai-log paper versus the second noraalized aoaent. 
Values of a and p can then be found by the following aethod: For 
a given value 0£ the second noraalized aoaent. a value of a is as-
suaed. Using the theoretical equation for the second noraalized 
aoaent, a value of p is coaputed for these values of a and the second 
noraalized aoaent. Using these values of a and p, the other noraa-
lized aoaents ere coaputed fro• the theoretical aodel and coapared 
with the experiaental values. It aay then be necessary to try a 
different value of a and go through the procedure again, until a good 
fit with the higher •oaents ie obtained. The process is repeated for 
other values 0£ the secbnd noraalized acment~ 
I 
The results will di££er considerably depending on which theoreti-
cal distribution is used. For aost distrib~tions, the aoaents cannot 
be aatched well for any values of a and p. The only distributions for 
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which a good £it can be obtained under all conditions of turbulence 
is the universal aodel of Philips and Andrews and the I-K and HK 
distributions. 
Figure 3 on the next page contains seai-log plots of ~ and p 
versus the second noraalized aoaent of the intensity. The solid lines 
are for the HK distribution and were derived as discussed above. The 
dashed lines are a plot 0£ a and p provided by Andrews for the I-K 
distribution.7 The two bottoa curves are curves of p and the two top 
curves are curves of a. 
In both cases, as the strength of the turbulence increases, the 
value 0£ p, the power ratio, decreases aonotonically as the second 
aoaent increases fro• 1, reaches a peak value of 5.5, and then 
decreases back to a value of 2. It can be seen that the value of p 
changes aore rapidly with changes in the second aoaent for the HK 
distribution. 
For the 1-K distribution, the value of a is initially very large, 
decreases rapidly to a ainiaua of 112 as the strength of the turbu-
lence increases, and then increases rapidly again. While the value of 
a for the HK distribution has the saae type of behavior for strong 
turbulence, it can be seen that it stays between .5 and 1.5 for weak 
turbulence, increasin~ above 1.5 only ·£or very weak turbulence. 
Due to the aaount bf scatter in the experiaental data, there is 
I 
soae tolerance in the choice 0£ a and p £or a given second aoaent. 
The values of a and p shown were chosen to provide aaooth graphs of a, 
p, and the higher aoaents versus the second aoaent. 
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The two upper curves are the plots 0£ a. The two lower curves 
are the plots 0£ p. a and p £or the I-K distribution are 
given by the dashed lines. cc and p £or the HK distribution 
are given by the solid lines. The arrows indicate ·the trend for 
increasing strength 0£ turbulence. 
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Plots 0£ the PDFs 
The £igures on the following pages contain plots 0£ the the 
di££erent PDFs discussed in this paper. While the phase PDFs are 
de£ined over the range -n to n, they are only plotted over the range O 
to n because they are all syaaetric about O. 
For the aaplitude and intensity PDFs, the actual PDF plotted is 
the PDF 0£ the intensity divided by the average intensity 0£ the 
noise, pCI/b) or pCV2/b). This allows £or a better coaparison of the 
graphs and allows the PDFs to be expressed in teras 0£ the paraaeters, 
a and p. 
In all cases the values of a and p used are values of a and p to 
£it the HK distribution. The solid lines are £or an a value of 4.S 
and a p value 0£ .027. Dashed lines are £or an a value of 1.5 and a p 
value 0£ .04. Dotted lines are £or an a value of 1 and a p value 
0£ .046. Integer and hal£-integer values of a were used in order to 
siapli£y the evaluation 0£ the expressions of the PDFs. 
Due to the coaplexity of the expressions, they were quite di£f i-
cult to evaluate, particularly those involving the K Bessel function. 
A nuaber of aeans were used to ensure that the coaputer prograas used 
to calculate the points for the graphs were accurate. 
The first check was based on the ,property of PDFs that they 
cannot have negative values. A second check was in the property of 
PDFs that the integral of the PDF over its entire range should equal 
1. As the expressions were evaluated a nuaerical integration was 
perforaed. If the result of this integration was significantly di£-
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ferent froa 1 or if the PDF had negative values, it was an indication 
that the prograa was inaccurate. In soae cases a siaple error was 
discovered and in others a new approach to evaluating the expression 
was needed. 
Other checks included evaluating the general shape of the PDF. 
Most of the phase PDFs <except for the sine squared, GNP, and IKP 
PDFs> should have the PDFs decrease aonotonically fro• 0 to n and 
should have a roughly sinusoidal shape. Based on this the graphs of 
the HKP and IKP PDFs for an a value of 1 are not totally accurate. 
Another check is the behavior of the PDF when the arguaent 
approaches 0. The liait of the PDF as the value of the arguaent 
approaches 0 can be derived analytically and coapared with the trend 
of the plot. For PDFs such as the I-K, the PDF aust be evaluated £or 
very saall values of the arguaent in order for the proper trend to be 
observed. 
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Figure 11. Plot of p~R2/b) vs R2/b for the K Distribution 
Solid line is for an a of 4.5. 
Dashed line is for an a of 1.5. 
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Figure 12. Plot of pCW2/b) vs V2/b for the HK Distribution 
Solid line is for an a of 4.5 and a p of .027. 
Dashed line is for an a of 1.5 and a p of .04. 
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Figure 13. Plot 0£ p<V2Yb> vs V2/b £or the Ricean Distribution 
Solid line is £or a p 0£ .027. 
Dashed line is £or a p 0£ .04. 
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Figure 14. Plot of pCV2/b) vs V2/b for the Generalized N Distribution 
Solid line is for an a of 4.5 and a p of .027. 
Dashed line is for an a of 1.5 and a ·p of .04. 
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Figure 15. Plot of pCV2/b) vs V2/b for the I-K Distribution 
Solid line is for an a of 4.5 and a p of .027. 
Dashed line is for an a of 1.5 and a p of .04. 
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Discussion of the Plots 
Phase Plots 
Since the phase of the signal is defined to be o, it should be 
expected that adding a relatively larger signal <giving a larger value 
of p> would cause the PDF of the phase to assuae larger values near O 
and s•aller values near w. This trend can easily be seen froa the 
plots. 
In coaparing the plots of the RP and HGP PDFs with the plot of 
the HKP PDF, it can be seen that conditionalizing has the saae effect. 
In coaparing the GNP and IKP distributions, it can be seen that 
conditionalizing causes an increase in the peak value of the PDF. It 
can be concluded that conditionalizing decreases the variance of the 
distribution by increasing the peak value of the PDF. 
For an a value of 4.5, the difference between the RP and HKP 
PDFs is very saall, indicating that the RP PDF aight be used as an 
approxiaation for the HKP distribution for this case. 
For an a value of 1, it can be seen that the sine squared PDF 
reduces to the unifora PDF and that, as predicted, the RP, HGP, and 
GNP distributions are very siailar while the IKP PDF is very siailar 
to the HKP distribution. 
I Intensity and Aaplitude Plots 
In this case the addition of a signal causes the value of the PDF 
· to decrease slightly near O. Thia is because the addition of a signal 
increases the average value of the intensity. 
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Since, £or incoherent addition, the intensity will always 
increase, it would be expected that p<O> = 0 for those PDFs based on 
incoherent addition. Confiraation of this can be seen in the graphs 
of the 1-K, gaaaa, and generalized n PDFs. 
In coaparing the gaaaa PDF with the K PDF, the Ricean PDF with 
the HK PDF, and the generalized n PDF with the 1-K PDF, one can see 
the saae trend of Ctecreasing variance due to conditionalizing as was 
seen in the plots of the phase PDFs. 
PHASE EXPERIMENTS 
Obviously, it is 0£ interest to experiaentally aeasure the phase 
£luctuations in order to verify the theoretical phase distribution. 
Unfortunately, because 0£ the high frequency of light waves, the phase 
of the light cannot be directly aeasured. Thus the phase PDFs cannot 
be directly verified. 
One quantity that can be aeasured is the difference between the 
phases at two points. This can be done through an interferoaetric 
experiaent, where the light £roa two points is added. If the light is 
coherent the net intensity is a function of the difference in phase 
between the two points. 
Structure Functions 
The structure function for a distribution can be found fron 
(33) 
(34} 
In the above equations r and r' are the positions 0£ the two points. 
The spatial structure function £or the phase has been experiaentally 
I 
deterained by several researchers.1,18-23 
I 
Unfortunately, the structure function is very difficult to deter-
aine theoretically. If the RP distribution is used as an approxiaa-
tion for the HKP distribution, the structure function can be computed 
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using equations C9> and ClO> on page 420 of reference 11. Even for 
this siapler case, the equations involve a 6-tuple infinite series. A 
aore tractable expression will be required for any practical use. 
Another proble• with coaputing the structure function is that 
another paraaeter, in addition to a and p, aust be deterained. This 
is the paraaeter <given by k 0 in Middleton's equations> that describes 
the correlation between the fluctuations at the two separated points. 
It is to be expected that this paraaeter will be function of strength 
of turbulence, distance of propagation, and distance between the two 
points. Thus, a new value of the correlation coefficient will have to 
be chosen for each distance between the two points. Thus, there is 
little likelihood of obtaining experiaental confiraation of the aodel 
by coaparison with a graph of the spatial structure function versus 
distance. 
If the two points are far enough apart, their fluctuations will 
be independent of each other and the correlation coefficient will be 
zero. At this distance the structure function will stop increasing as 
a £unction of the distance between the two points and will be given by 
(35> 
Several researchers have seen this saturation of the structure 
function.19-21 Th~ value of the structure function can be calculated 
I 
£or this case without having to choose additional paraaeters. 
Unfortunately, the theoretical results derived in this paper 
cannot be coapared with the experiaental results in other papers for 
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two reasons. First, without knowledge 0£ the intensity statistics, 
the proper values 0£ a and p cannot be deterained. Second, the 
experiaents are designed to aeasure phase di££erences over the range 
- m < ~1 - ~2 < m. The theoretical results in this paper are £or 
phases in the range -n < ~ ~ n. 
Proposed Experiaent 
A proposed experiaent to con£ira the phase distribution is to use 
the inter£eroaetric experiaental setup shown below 
detectors 
A B 
beaasplitter 
c 
beaasplitter 
airror 
Figure 16. Scheaatic 0£ proposed experiaent to aeasure the phase _ 
structure £unction. 
The apertures, P1 and P2, allow two saall beaas 0£ light through. 
These two beaas are passed through beaasplitters and the intensity 
fluctuations 0£ the two beaas are .aeasured by detectors A and B. 
I 
Through use of another beaasplitter and a airror, the two beaas are 
I 
coabined and the intensity 0£ their sua is aeasured by detector C. 
Assuaing perfect teaporal coherence of the light-, the intensities 
should be related by 
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<36) 
where IA is the intensity at detector A, Is is the intensity at 
detector B, Ic is the intensity at detector C, 'B is the relative 
phase of the light beaa that strikes detector B, and ~A is the rela-
tive phase of the light beaa that strikes detector A. 
The intensity of the light at each detector will be saapled 
siaultaneously several tiaes per second. For each aeasureaent the 
phase difference can be coaputed froa equation (36>. Suaaing the 
squares of the phase differences for all the aeasureaents and dividing 
by the nu•ber of aeasureaents yields the structure function of the 
phase for a particular spacing between P1 and P2. 
This experiaent would then be repeated with increasing distance 
between P1 and P2. The structure function should increase as the 
separation distance is increased. When the value of the structure 
function stops increasing, it indicates that the phase of the beaas is 
now uncorrelated and the structure fuction will be given by equation 
(35). 
The values of the paraaeters, a and p, for the fluctuations of 
the light at detectors A and B can be found by the aethod described in 
Chapter 3, coaparing the theoretical aoaents with the experiaentally 
I 
aeasured aoaents of the intensity. This should be done for both 
I 
detectors A and B since the value of the paraaeters aay differ. 
With these values of a and p, the first and second aoaents of 'A 
and '+'B can be found by a nuaerical integration, 
<'t'> 
7t 
= J ..,2pc'l'>d'¥ 
-n 
n 
= J 'l'p ('I'> d"' 
-n 
using the HKP PDF £or pC't'>. 
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(37) 
C38> 
Substituting these values into equation C35> will yield a value 
0£ the structure £unction that can be directly compared with the 
experiaentally deterained value. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper the PDF of the phase associated with the HK distri-
bution has been derived. The PDFs of the phase associated with the I-
K, generalized n and hoaodyned gam•a distributions have also been 
deterained. A new fora for the HK PDF has been derived. 
Using the expression for the normalized aoaents derived by Jake-
•an, values of a and p to fit the HK distribution to experi•ental data 
has been determined. Using these values of a and p, graphs of the dif-
ferent pdf's have been produced. 
Working from the equivalence of doubly stochastic aodels for noise 
alone, it has been shown in this paper that the equivalence also ap-
plies when a signal is added to the noise. Three different methods of 
deriving hoaodyned K statistics have been shown to be equivalent. Two 
•ethods of deriving I-K statistics have been shown to be equivalent. 
It is postulated that this technique aay have applications in other 
areas of probability theory. 
Since a search of available literature revealed no experiaental 
data that could be used to verify the PDFs developed for the phase, an 
experiaent has been designed that could be used to gather experiaental 
data for this purpbse. This experiaent aay be the starting of further 
research. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
Gaaaa: CO i E < co> 
pCE> 
cc-1 ex 
= E__ (mb) e -cxE/b 
r<cx> 
where b is the aean value of E 
Gaussian: <-co ( X < co) 
pCX> = _1_ e-<X-U>212s2 
s/h 
where s2 is the variance of X and U is the aean of X. 
Generalized n: CO i I < co) 
(~A)cx-l -cxCA2+I> lb c pCI> =: e Icx_1 <2cxAvilb> 
~ <-n < • i n> 
GQ 
= l 
k=O 
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<A-1> 
<A-2> 
CA-3> 
HGP: <-n < 'I' .i n> 
{ 16 + <21 - l 9 >cos'I' ex 7 p<'l'lb0 > = CexPo> 2nr<ex> 16 + l 9coa'I' coa'I' > 0 coa'I' < 0 
where 
-ex 16 = <expo> rcex,CXPo) 
00 
l 
n=O 
2n 
<112>nsin 'I' n-a+l/2 
n! CaPo> rcex-n-1/2,exPo> 
HK: CO .i V < co> 
= (~)ex r 
b k=O 
4<1-g•2k>rc1-g•k>rc1-g•k> 
rc1-a>ktktA r<a> E2k pCV> 
where E2k is defined by 
-
- { K1-ex+2kc2Av'cilb>11-ex+2kc2vv'cilb> 
E2k 
ll-ex+2k<2Av'ciJb>Kl-a+2k<2VJ°cxlb> 
A > V 
V > A 
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CA-5> 
<A-6> 
<A-7> 
CA-8> 
CA-9> 
<A-10> 
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HKP: C-n < ,, .i w> 
GO 2 ~ oc+n p<'f'> = L cos D'f' <vocp> Ka-n< 2../ciP> 
n=O nr<c:x>Cl/2> 0 
CA-11> 
<JCiDp>a+l/2 112 
+ lsin'f'la- Ka-112<2../ciP lsin'f'l>cos' 
Vi r<a> 
I-K: <O i I < GO) 
p<I> 
{ 
Kc:x_ 1 <2Av'c;/b>Ioc-l<2Jc:xI/b> 
Ic:x-1<2Av'c;/b>Ka-1<2v'aI/b) 
IKP: <-n < 'I' ~ n> 
GO 2 a-1 k p('f') = L (sin 'f') r<a+k/2)C2cos'f') <../ciP>k/2+1 
k=O r<a-112> Vi kt 
xKk/2-1C2../ciP> 
K: CO i R ( m> 
4Roc Coc+l)/2 pCR> = (:) Koc_1 c2Rv'c;/b> r<a> 
!l. CO .i R ( m> 
2R2oc-1 'a pCR> (:) .-aR2/b = 
r<c:x> 
A > fi 
<A-12> 
VI> A 
<A-13> 
<A-14> 
CA-15> 
Negative Binoaial: CO ~ N < m> 
Negative Exponential: <O ~ b0 < m> 
pCb0 > = !. e -bo/b b 
where b is the aean 0£ b0 
Rayleigh: CO .i R ( m) 
p<R> 2R -R2/b = - e b 
Ricean: <O ~ V < m> 
pCV> 2v -cv2+A2>Jb = ~ e Io<2AV/b) 
RP: <-n < 'I' .i n> 
Sine2: <-n < • .i n> 
I 
p<•O = r<cx><sin2•>cx-l 
2-Ji r<a-112> 
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<A-16> 
<A-17> 
<A-18> 
<A-19> 
<A-20> 
<A-21> 
Unifora: <-n < • ~ n> 
=L 2w 
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<A-22> 
APPENDIX B 
HOMODYNED K 
Conditionalized M 
It is well known that if a nuaber of Gaussian fields are added on 
an incoherent basis, i.e.: 
2 • 2 
R = L rk 
k=l 
CB-1> 
then the PDF of R will be that 0£ the a-distribution. If the para-
aeter • is replaced by a and the •-distribution is treated as a 
conditional distribution dependent on the average intensity, b0 , then 
the conditional PDF is given by 
p<Rlbo> = 2
R2a-1 
r<a> (~) 
a 2 
-aR /b0 e (8-2) 
The unconditional PDF £or R can be found by aultiplying by the 
PDF 0£ b 0 and integrating over the range of b 0 , 0 to ~. Assuming a 
negative exponential distribution £or b 0 , this yields 
p<R> = 2R~a-1 Cl.a 
r<a>b 
Using Eq<H-12> the integral can be evaluated to yield 
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CB-3> 
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p<R> = 2R2cx-1 cxcx 2CcxR2b> Cl-cx>/2 (_ ,--::-- ) r<cx> b K1-cx\.2R vcx/b CB-4> 
which siaplifies to the K distribution. 
If the phase of the non-stationary noise has a unifora PDF, then 
the phase of the stationary noise also has a unifora PDF, since the· 
unifora PDF is independent of b 0 • 
Joint PDF for Hoaodyned K 
When a deterainistic signal of aaplitude, A, and phase, 8', is 
added to the noise, the phase and aaplitude of the total field are 
given by 
CB-5> 
I now introduce two new variables, 'I'=,, - 8', and•= •' - 8', 
which are the phases of the total field and noise, referenced to the 
phase of the deterainistic signal. I also introduce the variables X 
and Y, which are the aagnitudes of the real and iaaginary parts of the 
total field, once again referenced to the phase of the deterainistic 
signal. Making the above substitutions into EqCB-6> and then dividing 
by eiS' yields 
Vei'I' = A + Rei• 
I 
= X + iY 
<B-6> 
<B-7> 
The joint PDF of the phase and aaplitude of the stationary noise 
is found by aultiplying their PDFs, yielding 
? 2Rcc 
pCR, •D = 
"r< a> CB-8) 
The joint PDF of X and Y can be found by a transf oraation of 
variables. This involves dividing by the Jacobian of the transforaa-
tion, which in this case is R <see Appendix F.> This yields 
pCX,Y> = <B-9> 
The joint PDF of V and ' can now be found by dividing by the 
Jacobian of that transforaation, 1/V, yielding 
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<B-10> 
which can be written in the fora, 
CB-11> 
Integration over the Range of the Phase 
The PDF of V or ' can be found by integrating over the other 
variable. Before integrating over 'it is helpful to use EqCH-6>, 
which yields 
pCV,,T> 
2-a m Cl-a+n>En Vcx2 1-cc 1-a 
= ~ 2 r<l a> ~ Cn <cos'> CB-12> 
nr<cc>b - L 1 a 
n=O <4AVa/b) -
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which siapli£ies to 
p<V,'f> CB-13> 
where En is de£ined by 
En 
= { <B-14> 
A > V 
V > A 
In this £ora the only dependence on '¥ is in the Gegenbauer poly-
noaial. Using Eq<H-7>, the integral of the Gegenbauer polynoaial is 
given by 
f 1-c:x Cn Ccos't'> d'f = 
-n 
n l rc1-c:x+k>r<1-c:x+n-k> 
k=O kt<n-k>trc1-c:x>rc1-a> 
rt' 
xJ cos[C2k~n>'fl d'f 
-n 
CB-15> 
The integral on the right-hand side of the above equation is zero 
unless n=2k, in which case it equals 2w. Therefore, the integral on 
the left-hand side is zero if n is odd. If n is even the integral on 
the left-hand side 
1
0£ the above equation is given by 
(' 
-w 
2w ( r<l-cx+k) )
2 
ktrc1-cx> 
Thus, when EqCB-13> is integrated over 'f, the result is 
CB-16> 
pCV> = 2r<1-cx> Anr<cx> (
AV ) ex co ( ~ l C1-cx+2k>E2 k2n k=O 
rc1-a+k> ) 2 
k!r<l-cx> 
which siaplif ies to 
p<V> = (aY_g_Jcx I 
b k=O 
4Cl-a+2k>r<l-a+k>C<1-a+k> 
r<l-cx>k!k!AC<a> E2k 
Integration over the Range of the A•plitude 
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CB-17> 
<B-18> 
Integrating EqCB-10> over V in order to deteraine p<'> is a aore 
difficult problea. One approach is to aake the substitution, AZ = V -
Acos,. One can then substitute A2cz2 + sin2'> for R2 and use Eq.CH-1> 
in order to write 
2(..Jc;i'b) cx+l Joo a-1(J 2 2)cx-l 
= ACZ+cos,>A Z +sin ' 
nr<cx> -cos' 
CB-19> 
splitting the factor, Z + cos,, and substituting p for A2/b yields 
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<B-20> 
It should be noted that the first of the integrals has an odd 
integrand, therefore the integral evaluated over any interval syaaetric 
about 0 will be O. The second of the integrals has an even integrand, 
therefore the result when integrated over any range -a to a will be 
twice the result when integrated over the range 0 to a. 
The next step is to express the integrals in teras of integrals 
over the ranges 0 tom, lcos'I tom, and/or 0 to lcos,I. For cos~> O, 
the integrals can be expressed as twice the integral over the range 0 
to m ainus the integral over the range lcos'I to m. It could also be 
expressed as the sua of the integral over the range 0 to m plus the 
integral over the range Oto lcos,I. When cos'< 0, the integral can 
be expressed as th~ integral over the range 0 to m ainus the integral 
over the range 0 to I cos' 1,1 or it can be left as the integral over the 
range lcos•I to m. 
Therefore p<•> can be expressed as 
where I1, 
p<'f'> = 1 nr <cc> 
1 
= rrr< cc> 
{
. I1 + <2I2 - I3>cos'f' 
I1 + I3cos'f' 
{ I1 + CI2 + I4>cos'f' I1 + <I2 - I4>cos'f 
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cos'f' > 0 
CB-21> 
cos'f' < 0 
cos'f' > 0 
<B-22> 
cos'f' < 0 
I2, I3, and I4 are defined by 
cc+ 1 Joo · (J 2 2 ) cx- l ( I 2 2 ) I1 = 2../c;p Z Z +sin 'f' Kcx-1l2"'P VZ. +sin 'f' dZ 
fcos'f I CB-23> 
cc+ 1 Joo (J 2 2 ) cc- l ( I 2 2 ) I2 = 2../c;p Z +sin 'I' Kcx-1 2../c;p VZ. +sin 'f' dZ 
0 CB-24> 
ex+ 1 Joo (J 2 2 ) cx- l ( I 2 2 ) I3 = 2../c;p Z +sin 'I' Ka-1L2"'P VZ. +sin 'f dZ 
lcos'f'I . CB-25> 
cc+ 1 J Icos 'I' I (J 2 2 ) cx-1 ( J 2 2 ) I4 = 2../c;p Z +sin 'I' Kcx-1 2../c;p VZ. +sin 'I' dZ 
0 <B-26> 
Making the substitution, T = z2 + sin2'f in EqCB-23> yields 
CB-27> 
which can be evaluated using Eq<H-8> to yield 
Using Eq<H-9> and siaplifying yields 
which siaplif ies to 
0 
cx-1, 
Using EqCH-10>, I2 can be evaluated directly to yield 
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<B-28> 
CB-29> 
<B-30> 
2 ( r-cxp)cx+l 2-
112 Vi L ,...- . ) I2 = vcx.o ( _ ) 112 . 112_cx K112 _cx \.2vcxp I sin'i' I <B-31 > \.2v'c;p <sin 't' > 
which siaplif ies to 
CB-32> 
Unfortunately, the integrals in I3 and !4 cannot be solved in 
general. However, if ex is a half-integer, i.e., ex = k + 112, where k 
is an integer, then Eq<H-11> and a binoaial expansion can be used to 
derive an expression for I3 in teras of an infinite series of exponen-
tiala and exponential-integrals. 
I 
APPENDIX C 
HOMODYNED GAMMA 
Joint PDF £or Hoaodyned M 
Starting with the PDF 0£ the a-distribution given by EqCB-2>, if 
one assuaes that the phase 0£ the noise has a unifora PDF, then the 
joint PDF of the aaplitude and phase of the noise is given by 
pCR, •Ibo> = 
2 
-exR Ibo 
e CC-1> 
going through the change 0£ variables as in Appendix B, it is easy to 
show 
2ex-2 ~)ex 2 pCX,Ylbo> R -cxR Ibo = e nr<ex> CC-2> 
and 
VR2ex-2 ~)ex 2 p<V,'l'lbo> -exR Ibo = e nr (ex> CC-3> 
Integration Over the Range 0£ the Phase 
The PDF 0£ V is found by integrating Eq<C-3> over the range of ~, 
yielding 
pCVlbo> = <C-4> 
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Unfortunately, this integral cannot be solved. 
Conditionalizing the HG PDF 
The unconditional PDF £or V is found by aultiplying by the PDF 0£ 
b0 and integrating over the range 0£ b0 • If, as in Appendix B, a 
negative exponential distribution is assuaed £or b0 , the unconditional 
PDF of V is given by 
p<V> V
_a m b I n 2 2 2 
= - J bo-cc e- ob J R cc- e-cxR Ibo 
nr<cc>b d'dbo 
O -n 
<C-5> 
Interchanging the order 0£ integration results in 
Vcca Jw R2cc-2 Jm -cc -b /b-cxR2 1b 
P <V> = b e 0 0 dbodw nr(cc)b O T 
-n o 
<C-6> 
The integral over b 0 can be evaluated using EqCH-12> to yield 
p<V> = CC-7> 
which siaplif ies to 
<C-8> 
Notice that this result is the saae as would be obtained if 
EqCB-10> were integrated over the range of '· Thus the saae PDF is 
obtained £or the unconditional PDF 0£ V by eithe·r aethod. It will now 
be deterained if this is true £or the PDF of the phase also. 
GS 
Integration Over the Range of the Aaplitude 
Integrating Eq<C-3> over the range of V leads to 
<C-9> 
In order to evaluate this integral, a change of variables is aade. 
Using A2z = R2 = V2 + A2 - 2AVcos,, it follows by the quadratic 
f oraula that 
<C-10> 
which leads to 
dV = ± AdZ12/'z-sin2, <C-11> 
when deteraining the liaits of integration, it aust be reaeabered that 
for cos' > O, Z does not increase aonotonically with V, but first 
decreases, then increases. To deterairie the value of V that ainiaizes 
Z, it is necessary to take the derivative of Z with respect to V and 
then set the derivative equal to 0. The value of Z that corresponds 
to this value of V is the ainiaua value of z. It is easy to show that 
the ainiaua value of Z is sin2,. Therefore, for cos' > O, the inte-
gral in Eq<C-9> aust be broken into two integrals: froa 1 to sin2,, 
and f roa ain2' to m. Th~s 
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ex Jsin2'f' ( .J ) <exlbo> 2 
wr<ex> A cos'f'- Z-sin 'f' <-IsdZ> 
1 
cos'f' > 0 
• ~~~:~>a JN ~fcoa,+.Jz-s1n2,)15dz sin2'1' 
pC'f'lbo> = CC-12> 
cos'I' < 0 
where Is is introduced £or notational convenience and is given by 
2 ex-1 -exA2Z/b0 J Is = <A Z> e Al2v Z-sin2'f' CC-13> 
The choice 0£ the "+" or "-" sign in Eq<C-10> is deterained to 
ensure the correct value 0£ V at Z=l. In the upperaost integral in 
Eq<C-12>, V aust equal 0 when Z is 1, so the "-" sign is chosen. In 
the middle integral 0£ EqCC-12>, V aust be greater than 0 when Z is 1, 
so the "+" sign is chosen. In the bottoa integral, V aust equal 0 
when Z is 1, so so the "+" sign is chosen. 
By substituting Po = A2/b0 , splitting the doaains of the integra-
tion, and splitting the sua, cos'I' z cz2-sin2'f')1/2, it can be shown 
that 
I 
p< 'f' Ibo> 
ex 
= <exeo> 
2wr<ex> 
which siaplifies to 
<I7-I9 >cos'I' + 16 -18 
+ I 7 cos'I' + 18 
cos't' > 0 
cos'I' < 0 
CC-14> 
where 
pC'f'lbo> = <exPo) ex { 2nr<ex> 
~ -1/2 J Zex-1 -exp0 Z (z 2 ) I 9 = e -sin ' dZ 1 
I6 can be evaluated using Eq<H-13> to yield 
-ex 16 = <exPo> r<ex,exPo> 
Using Eq<H-14>, 17 can be evaluated to yield 
Eq<H-15> can be used to express I7 as 
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<C-15> 
cos'f' < 0 
<C-16> 
CC-17> 
<C-18> 
<C-19> 
<C-20> 
<C-21> 
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Using Eq<H-16> <the binoaial expansion>, !9 can be written 
~ Cl/2>nsin2n' Jm a-3/2-n -aPoZ 
L Z e dZ 
n=O n! 1 
<C-23) 
which can be evaluated using Eq<H-13> to yield 
m 
r 
n=O 
<112>nsin2n' n-a+l/2 
n! <aPo> r<a-n-1/2,aPo> <C-24> 
Coabining Eq<C-15>, EqCC-20>, Eq<C-22>, and Eq<C-24> yields 
r<a,aPo> 
+ 
2 -
~ sin2n~ n+l/2 L - <aPo> 
0 2n! n= 
cos' > 0 
xC1/2>nr<a-n-1/2,aPo>cos' 
1 
nr<a> 
<C-25> 
rca,aPo> + r sin2n, <112>n<aPo>n+1/2 
2 n=O 2nt 
for the PDF of the HGP distribution. 
Conditionalizinq the HGP PDF 
In order to find the unconditional PDF for ,, the above equation 
I 
aust be multiplied by t~e PDF of bo and the result integrated over the 
range of b0 , 0 to m. This results in 
p<'f'> = 1 
nr<cx> 
where 
= ~Jo:> 
2b 0 
J +(2J - r sin2nt (1/2>nJ4') cos~ 
1 2 n=O 2nt 
J + r sin2nv 
1 n=O 2n! <112>nJ4cos~ 
xUC1-cx,3/2-a,ap0 sin2f>db0 
J1 can be evaluated using Eq<H-17> to yield 
which siapli£ies to 
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cos't' > 0 
CC-2E» 
cos't' < 0 
<C-27) 
<C-28> 
<C-29) 
<C-30> 
I As written in Eq<C-28>. J2 cannot be directly evaluated. But if 
J2 is written £ro• EqCC-21> and Eq<C-15> in the for~ 
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<C-32> 
-aA2sin2'/2b0 ( 2 2 ) 
xe Wa12_114 , 114_oc12 ocA sin ''bo dbo 
which can be directly evaluated with Eq<H-18) to yield 
CC-33> 
oc/2-3/4 ( v'c 2 . 2 ) xCl/b) Kl/2-oc 2 aA sin '/b 
which simplifies to 
CC-34> 
Since there is no known way to evaluate J3, EqCC-26> will be 
rewritten in the fora 
p('f') = 1 { nr (a> 
cos"f' < 0 
CC-35> 
where J3 is taken fro• EqCC-19> and is given by 
lfm(ocA2 )oc -b ·/b Jm 2oc-1 -ocPoZ( 2 )-l/
2 
J 3 = ~ e 
0 e Z-sin ' dZdb0 
2b 0 bo 1 
CC-36> 
switching the order of integration and using Eq<H-12> yields 
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CC-37> 
which siaplifies to 
( 1)/2 Joo zca-1>12 (_ . = <ap> a+ Ka-1'-2Jc;p2 )dz 1 / Z-sin2'f CC-38) 
If the change of variables, Z = t2 + sin2,, is made, the result is 
Ca+l> /2 Joo ( 2 . 2 ) Ca-1>12 
J3 = 2<ap> t +sin ' 
lcos'I 
CC-39) 
By coaparing Eq<C-31> with Eq<B-21>, Eq<C-34> with EqCB-30>, and 
EqCC-39> with EqCB-25>, it can be seen that J1 aatches I1, J2 aatches 
I2, and J3 aatches I3. Since EqCC-35> aatches EqCB-21>, it is clear 
that the saae PDF is derived for ' as was derived in Appendix · B. 
APPENDIX D 
HOMODYNED RAYLEIGH 
Joint PDF for Hoaodyned Rayleigh 
If Gaussian noise is adde~ on a coherent basis, i.e., 
Re1 "' = <D-1> 
then the PDF of R will be the Rayleigh PDF. If the noise is assumed 
to be unifora and the PDF of the phase is aultiplied by the PDF of the 
aaplitude, then the result is the joint PDF of the aaplitude and phase 
of the noise given by 
pCR,,,lbo> <D-2) 
Going through the change of variables as in Appendices B and C 
yields 
pCV,'l'lbo> <D-3) 
for the joint PDF of the aaplitude and phase of the total field. 
Integration Over the Range of the Phase 
Integrating over the range of 'I' to deteraine the PDF of V yields 
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pCVlbo> = _JI._ 
nbo Jn -cv2+A2-2AVcos,>Jb0 e d' 
-n 
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<D-4> 
Since the integrand is even, the integral aay be expressed as twice the 
integral over the range 0 to n. This yields 
pCVlbo> CD-5> 
which aay be evaluated using Eq<H-19> to yield 
p<Vlbo> <D-6> 
As expected, this is the Ricean PDF. 
Inteqr8tion over the Range of the Aaplitude 
I£ the joint density is integrated over V and the process of 
"coapleting the squ8re" is used on the exponent, the result is 
pC't'lbo> = Jm Ve-CV-AcosT>2Jbo dV 
0 
Making the change of variables, AX = V - Acos't', yields 
CD-7> 
CD-8> 
Recognizing that, for cos't' > O the range of integration includes 
O, while, for cos't' < O, it does not, Eq<D-8> can be expressed in the 
£ora 
where 
r 2 JS = -poX dX Xe lcos'f'I 
J'cos'I' I _ X2 
Jo = Xe Po dX 
-lcos'f'I 
r 2 J7 = -poX dX e lcos'f'I 
J I cos 'I' I _ X2 = e Po dX 
-lcos'f'I 
Making the change of variables, Z = X2, in Js yields 
which can easily be evaluated to yield 
= _1 _ e -Pocos2'f' 
I 2po 
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<D-9> 
cos'f' < 0 
<D-10> 
<D-11> 
<D-12> 
<D-13> 
CD-14> 
<D-15> 
J 0 is equal to O since it is the integral of an odd function over 
an interval syaaetric about the origin. 
J7 can be evaluated using Eq<H-21> to yield 
Ja can be evaluated using EqCH-20> to yield 
Coabining the above results yields 
p<'t'lbo> 1 -Po = - e + r--:- cos'i' -Posin2'f vpof1f -2-- e 2n 
1 + •<~ lcos't'I > 
1 - §(~ lcos't'I > 
Using Eq<H-23> this can be written in the £ora 
p < 'l'I bo> 1 -Po = - e + 2n 
r--:- cos'i' -Posin2'f VPo/7" -- e 2 
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CD-16> 
CD-17) 
<D-18> 
cos'I' > 0 
cos't' < 0 
<D-19) 
x{ 1+2VPol7t lcos't'I •<112,3/2,-Pocos2'f'> 
1-2VPoln lcos't'I §C1/2,3/2,-Pocos2'f'> 
cos't' > 0 
cos'i' < 0 
which siaplif ies to 
p<'t'lbo> 1 -Po = - e + 2n 
Using Eq<H-24> yields 
r-:- cos'i' -Posin2'f VPo/7t -2-- e 
<D-20> 
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= L e -Po + VPoht cos'I' e -Posin2'f 
2n 2 
1 -Posin2'f' -Pocos2'f 
- - e e 2w <D-21> 
1 -Posin2'f' 
+ 2 n e ~<-112, 1/2, -Pocos2'f'> 
which si•plif ies to 
<D-22> 
After making the substitution, Po = a 0 2, this aatches Eq 9.58a on 
p.417 of reference 11, the PDF derived by Middleton for this case. 
This PDF has been named the RP PDF. 
Conditionslizing the Ricean PDF 
If b0 is assuaed to have the gaaaa distribution and the uncondi-
tional PDF of V is found by aultiplying the conditional PDF of V by 
the PDF of b 0 and integrating over the range .of b0 , the result is 
which siaplif ies to 
p<V> = 2V<cxlb>cc 
r<cx> ( 0 
CD-23> 
cx-2 -cxb0 /b-CV2+A2)/b0 bo e I 0 <2AV/b0 >db0 
<D-24> 
Using Eq<H-3> yields 
pCV> = 2VCoc/b)oc 
r<oc> 
00 
l: 
k=O 
<AV>2k 
k!k! 
00 J oc-2-2k -ocb0 /b-<V2+A2)/b0 x bo e db0 0 
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CD-25> 
The integral in EqCD-25> can be evaluated using EqCH-12> to yield 
p<V> = 2VCoc/b)oc 
r<oc> 
00 
l 
k=O 
CAV> 2k 
k!k! 
<D-26> 
<oc-1-2k>J2 
x2(b<V2+A2>1oc) Koc-1-2k(2./occv2+A2>/b) 
which can be written in the fora 
pCV> = ~ r CAV> 2k Coc/b)2k+1 22k-~+1 
r<oc> k=O k!k! 
<D-27> 
<oc-1-2k>J2 
x(4oc<V2+A2>Jb) Koc-1-2k(2/acv2+A2>Jb) 
Using Eq<H-6> yields 
pCV> = ~ r CAV> 2k Coc/b)2k+1 22k-oc+1 
r<oc> k=O k!k! 
CD-28> 
I oo 
x22k-oc+lr< 2k-oc+l) ~ <2k-g+l+n> E C2k-oc+1CO> 
I n;O C4ocAV/b)2k-oc+1 2k+n n 
where E2k+n is introduced for convenience and is defined by 
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En = { (0-29) 
Ki-a+n<2A~> I1-a+n<2V~> A > V 
I1-a+n<2A~> Ki-a+n<2V~> V > A 
Simplifying Eq<D-28> yields 
co co ~~~~~T~~>4VC2k-a+l+n)CAV>a-l p<V> = r I <cxlb>cx 
k=O n=O 
CD-30> 
xE2k+n c~k-cx•lco> 
v 
Since Cn<O> is equal to 0 for odd n, n will be replaced by 2~ and 
EqCH-25> will be used to write 
co co 
P CV> = ~ ~ r< 2k-cx+l)4VC2k- +1+2 ><AV>cx-l Ccxlb>cx L L r<a>k!k! ex a 
Substituting n = 
p<V> = 
k=O a=O 
xE2k+2a<-1>•r<2k-cx+l+a>Jr<2k-cx+l>•! 
k+• and siaplifying yields 
~ n a-1 l L 4C2n-cx+l>A <aV/b)a 
k --O r<a>k!k!Cn-k>! n=O 
x<-l>n-k rcn+k-a+l>E2n 
which can be written in the fora 
co 
p<V> = l 
n=O 
where 
a-1 4<2n-a+l>A 
I r<a>n! 
a <aV/b) rc1-a+n>E2nS1 
<D-31> 
<D-32> 
<D-33> 
Using Eq<H-26>, Eq<D-34> can be written in the fora 
n S1 = <-1> 2F1<-n, 1-a+n; 1; 1> 
Using Eq<H-27> yields 
S1 = C<cc><-l>n 
n ! r<cc-n) 
Using Eq<H-28> yields 
<-l>n 
n!<cc>-n 
Using Eq<H-29> yields 
51 = C<1-oc+n> 
n!CCl-oc> 
Substituting this result back into Eq<D-33> yields 
p<V> = 
oo cc-1 l 4C2n-cc+l>C<1-cc+n>A 
n=O C<a>n!n!CCl-cc> 
cc CocVlb> C<l-cc+n>E2n 
which aatches EqCB-18>, the HKP PDF. 
I 
Conditionalizing the RP PDF 
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<D-34> 
<D-35> 
<D-36> 
<D-37> 
<D-38> 
CD-39> 
I£ Eq<D-18> is aultiplied by the PDF of bo and integrated over 
the range 0£ b 0 to derive the unconditional PDF of ,, then the result 
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can be written in the fora, 
where 
{ K + <K2 + K4 >cos'I' 1 1 p('f') = nr<a> Kl + CK - K4 >cos'V 2 cos't' > 0 <D-40> cos'V < 0 
CD-41> 
<D-42> 
K4 = ~ (:)ailii s: e-A2sin2~/bo-cxbo/b b~-3/2 ~<Alcos~llvb;;°>dbo 
<D-43> 
Using Eq<H-12> the integral in Eq<D-41> can be evaluated to yield 
<D-44> 
which siaplif ies to 
<D-45> 
By coaparison with Eq<B-30>, it is seen that Ki equals I1. 
I 
Using Eq<H-12> the integral in EqCD-42> can be evaluated to yield 
K2 = <alb>aAvi <A2sin2'f'b/a>a/2 - 114 Ka-112C2/'aA2sin2'fl/b ) 
<D-46> 
which siapli£ies to 
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By coaparison with EqCB-32>, it ia seen that K2 equals I2. 
Using Eq<H-30>, Eq<D-43> can be written in the fora 
<D-48> 
which siaplifies to 
CD-49> 
The integral in Eq<D-49> can be evaluated using Eq<H-12> to yield 
which siaplifies to 
<Alcos~t> 2k+l 
Cl/2)k+l 
lcos~l2k+1 a+k+l (..fciP) Ka-k-1<2../ciP > 
Cl/2)k+l 
I 
Coabining EqCD-40>, EqCD-45>, Eq<D-47>, and EqCD-51> yields 
CD-50> 
CD-51> 
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Ca.p>a./2 
= nr<a.> Ka.<2.J'Ci,O > 
+ 
m <cos2y>k+1 ( )a.+k+l L .JCiP Ka-k-1<2.J(i,O > k=O nr<a.><112>k+l CD-52> 
It can be seen that the first expression in the above equation 
corresponds to the k=-1 tera of the infinite series. Combining that 
expression into the series and aaking the substitution, n=k+l, yields 
p<'I'> = 
for the HKP PDF. 
r (cos2y>n 
nr<a>(l/2) 
n=O n 
a+n 
(.Jei,O) Ka.-n<2.J'Ci,O > 
Conditionalizing the Rayleigh PDF 
<D-53> 
If the Rayleigh PDF is treated as a conditional PDF and the gaaaa 
distribution is assuaed for the average intensity of the noise, then 
the unconditional PDF is given by, 
p<R> 
a m a.-1 2 
= fm,) ~ J ~ e -a.bo/b-R Ibo dbo 
lb rt<a.> 0 bo 
CD-54> 
The integral can be evaluated with Eq<H-12> to yield 
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ex 
pCR> = (:) r~:> 2CR2b/cc) <cx-l>/ 2 Kcc-l (2~R2/b ) <D-55> 
which siaplif ies to 
p<R> <D-5E» 
which is the K PDF. 
APPENDIX E 
SINE SQUARED PHASE 
Hoaodyned K/Sine Squared 
If the sine squared PDF i~ assuaed for the conditional PDF of the 
phase of incoherently added Gaussian noise, then the unconditional PDF 
of the phase will also be the sine squared PDF. This is true because 
the sine squared PDF is independent of the average intensity of the 
noise. 
Joint PDF 
Multiplying the K PDF by the sine squared PDF to deteraine the 
joint PDF of the phase and amplitude of the stationary noise results 
in 
pCR, •> CE-1> 
Adding a coherent coaponent and going through the change of 
variables, . Vei' =A+ Rei•= X + iY, yields 
p<X,Y> 2Rcx-l~/b a+l . 1 = ~ <sin2•>cx- Ka-1<2RJcx/b > Vif
1 
rccx-112> 
<E-2> 
pCV,'t'> <E-3> 
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Making the substitution, _Rsin• = Vain,, <see Appendix F> allows the 
Joint PDF to be written in the £or• 
<E-4> 
which can be written 
CE-5> 
Using Eq<H-6> yields 
2a v2a-l(a/b)a 1 
CV w> Csi·n2"'>a-p ,T : '1n r<a-1/2) T 
<E-6> 
00 
X2a-1 rc--l> ~ <a-l+n> L ca-le w> "" l. n n COST 
n=O C4aAV/b)a-l 
which siaplif ies to 
a-1 
P(v. w> = 2VCcclb>r<q-1> fY-) < . 2 w>a-1 T vn r<cc-1/2) lA sin T 
<E-7> 
00 ~ cc-1 
x t.. <cc-l+n>LnCn Ccos'¥> 
n=O 
where Ln is introduced £or notational convenience and is given by 
Ln = { 
A > V 
<E-8> 
V > A 
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Integration Over the Range of the Phase 
Integrating over the range of ' to deteraine the PDF 0£ the 
aaplitude yields 
= 2V<cxlb>r<cx-1> f'i)cx-l 
p<V> Vi rccx-112> lA 
CE-9> 
Since the integrand is even, the value of the integral over the range, 
-n to n, is equal to twice the value of the integral over the range, O 
to n. Using this £act and aaking the change of variables, Z = cos,, 
yields 
= 4VCcxlb>r<cc-1> (~)cx-l 
p<V> Vi rccx-112> A 
<E-10> 
m fl c1-z2>cc-1 
x L <cx-l+n>Ln 
n=O -1 c1-z2> 112 
Using the orthogonality property of Gegenbauer polynoaials given by 
EqCH-31>, the integrals are equal to 0 except £or the case, n=O. For 
that case, as shown in EqCH-32>, the Gegenbauer polynoaial is equal to 
one. This allows writing 
p<V> 
· 1 cx-1 1 
= 4V<cclb>r<cc-1> rt) c -l>L J c1-z2>cc-3/2 dZ 
../'ii r<cx-1/2) lA ex 0 -1 <E-11> 
Using Eq<H-33> and the £act that the integrand is even yields 
= 8V<cclb> r<cx> fY..)cx-1 LoJl <1-22>cc-3/2 d2 
pCV> ..Ji r<cc-112> lA 
0 
The integral can be evaluated using EqCH-34> to yield 
4VCcc/b) r<cc> rf..)cc-l 
pCV) = ..Jn rccc-1/2) lA LoBCl/2,cc-1/2) 
Using Eq<H-35> to replace the beta £unction with gaaaa functions 
yields 
cc-1 
P <V> = 4V<cclb>r<a> rt..) L rc112>rcq-112> v'i rca-112> lA 0 r<cc> 
Using Eq<H-36> and siapli£ying yields 
p<V> = 4V<cxlb>CV/A)cc-l Lo 
Making the change 0£ variables, I = v2, and dividing by the 
Jacobian of the trans£oraation yields 
pCI> = 2Ccc/b)CJf/A)cc-l Lo 
which is the I-K PDF. 
Integration Over the Range 0£ the Aaplitude 
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<E-12> 
<E-13> 
<E-14> 
<E-15> 
CE-16> 
Integrating Eq<Ei 7> over the range 0£ V to deteraine the PDf of ' 
yields 
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CE-17> 
co 1 00 
x l Ca-l+n>C~- Ccos,>J VC\.nd' 
n=O 0 
Unfortunately, the integral in EqCE-17> cannot be solved in the 
general case. For the special case, n=O, the integral can be solved. 
It can be shown that the first tera of the infinite series in EqCE-17> 
aatches the sine squared PDF. 
Hoaodyned M/Sine Squared 
Joint PDF 
The joint density of the phase and aaplitude of the conditional 
noise is found by aultiplying the sine squared PDF by the m PDF. This 
yields 
pCR,lflbo> = R2a-1 Ca/bo>a Csin2•>a-1 
../i rca-112> 
<E-18> 
Adding a coherent component and aaking the change of variables, 
Vei' = A + Rei• = X + iY, yields 
p<X,Ylbo> 
pCV,,lbo> 
= R2a-2 <albo>a Csin2•>a-l e-aR2/bo 
../ii rca-112> 
Making the substitution, Rsinlf = Vsin,, yields 
<E-19> 
<E-20> 
p<V,'l'lbo> = V2a-1 Ccx/bo>a Csin2'1'>a-1 e-cxR2/bo 
rn r<a-1/2) 
£or the joint PDF. 
Integration Over the Range 0£ the Phase 
Integrating over the range 0£ 'I' to deteraine the PDF of the 
aaplitude yields 
p<Vlbo> = V2a-1 Ca/bo>a e-a<A2+V2)/bo 
..Jn r<a-112> 
1l' J <sin2'1'>a-1 e2aAVcos'l'/b0 d~ 
-'It 
Using Eq<H-37>, the integral can be evaluated to yield 
p<Vlbo> = v
2
a-l <alb0 >0 e-cx<A2+V2)/bo 
../Ji r<cx-112> 
x2r<a-112>v'i <cxAV/b0 >1-a Ia-1<2aAV/b0 > 
which siaplif ies to 
cx-1 2 2 
pCV Ibo> = 2V (i) (~)e -ex< A +V >Ibo Ioc-1 <2cxAV/b0 > 
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<E-21> 
<E-22> 
<E-23> 
<E-24> 
Making the change of 
1
variables, I = v2, and dividing by the Jacobian 
0£ the transforaation yields 
1 
p<I Ibo> = ~)a-1 (:;;)e -a<A2+I>lbo Ia-1 <211'1'f A/bol <E-25> 
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which is the generalized-n distribution. 
Conditionalizing the Generalized N PDF 
Multiplying Eq<E-24> by the negative exponential PDF and integra-
ting over the range of b 0 yields 
oc-1 m 2 2 
p<V> = 2va-J (:)Joe~ac<A +V >lbo-bo/b Iac-1<2acAV/bo> d~~ 
<E-26> 
The integral can be evaluated using EqCH-38> to yield 
A > V 
p<V> <E-27> 
V > A 
Using Eq<E-8> yields 
pCV> = 4VCa/b)(V/A)a-l Lo <E-28> 
Making the change of variables, I = v2, and dividing by the 
Jacobian of the transforaation yields 
p<I> = 2Ca/b)Cyl/A)a-l Lo <E-29> 
which is the I-K distribution. 
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Integration Over the Range of the Aaplitude 
Integrating Eq<E-21> over the range of V to deteraine the PDF of 
'I' yields 
p C 'l'I bo> = 
ex Cc:x/b0 > 
Vii rcoc-112> 
xJ~ v2a-1 e-acv2-2AVcos,>lb0 dV 
0 
Using Eq<H-39>, the integral can be evaluated to yield 
ex 
<oclbo> 
Vii r<cx-112> 
Using Eq<H-40> to replace the parabolic cylinder function with 
degenerate hypergeoaetric functions yields 
x( 1F1<oc,1/2;ocPoCOS2'f') 
r<oc+l/2) 
+ 2cos~ 1F1<oc+l/2,3/2;ccPocos2' ) 
r<oc> 
<E-30> 
<E-31> 
<E-32> 
Using Eq<H-41> to express the hypergeoaetric functions as infinite 
series yields 
pC'l'lbo> 
for the GNP PDF. 
00 
+ r 
n=O 
2 n+l/2 ) 2Ca+l/2>n<aPoCOS 'fl) 
n!r<a><312>n 
Conditionalizing the GNP PDF 
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<E-33> 
In order to find the unconditional PDF of the phase, it is neces-
sary to aultiply by the PDF 0£ b 0 <assuaed to have a negative exponen-
tial distribution>, and then integrate over the range 0£ b 0 • This 
yields 
00 -ex n 
pC't'> = r r<2a>4 <gA2cos2'f'> Csin2'1'>a-l 
n=O r<a-1/2}n!b 
x( <a>n r -bo/b-cxA2/bo -n <E-34> r<a+l/2}(1/2)n e b 0 db0 0 
The integrals can be evaluated with Eq<H-12> yielding 
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-a n CC2a>4 CaA2cos2'> 
r<a-1/2)n!b 
<a>n 2 <1-n)/2 
CCa+1/2)C112>n 2 <aA b) Ki-n<2v'ciP > <E-35> 
2Ca+112>nVCX Acos' 2 1/4-n/2 ) + ~----r-<_a_>~<-3_/_2_>_n---~ 2CaA b> Ki12-n<2v'ciP> 
Using Eq<H-42> <the doubling foraula for gaa•s functions> and Eq<H-29> 
<the definition of the Pochsaaer syabol> yields 
rca+n>r<ll2><vap> -~ ( 
-~ n+l 
x rca+l/2>r<n+1/2>r<a> Kn-1< 2vap > <E-36> 
+ 2rcn+a+112>C<312> cos' <vap> -~ -~ n+3/2 ) 
C<a>rcn+312>r<a+l/2) Kn-112<2vap> 
Applying Eq<H-33> and siaplifying yields 
m 2 a-1 
= l <sin Y> (cos2nyrca+n> <VaD>n+l Kn-l< 2v'ciP> 
n=O rca-112> . n!r<n+l/2> ap 
<E-37> 
+ rcn+a+l/2> <cosY>2n+1 <v'ciP>n+3/2 Kn-l/ 2 <2v'ciP> ) rcn+3/2)n! 
If the infinite series is split into the sua of two infinite series 
I 
,and the substitution, n=k/2, is aade in the first while the substitu-
tion, n=<k-1)/2, is aade in the second, the result is 
= <sin2'f>cx-1 
r<cx-1/2) 
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<E-38> 
~00 k -~ k/2+1 ~ r<kl2+cx) cos ' <veep> x ; 0 rck12+112>r<k12•1> Kk12-1< 2v'CXP> even 
00 k -~ k/2+1 l + l rck/2+a) cos ' <veep> 
k=l rck12+112>rck12+1> Kk12-1< 2 v'CXP > . 
k odd 
It is clear that the two series can be coabined into one, the first 
providing the even teras and the second providing the odd terms. 
Doing this and using Eq<H-42> again yields 
£or the HKP PDF. 
Csin2'f')cx-l 
2rccx-112> 
00 k l r<g+k/2>C2cos'> ( >k/4+1/2 
k=O r<112>k! exp 
XKk/2-1<2v'CiP ) 
<E-39> 
After the above was written it was dis.covered that the steps 
applied in converting EqCE-35> to EqCE-39) could have been applied to 
the conditional PDF 0£ '· If these steps are applied to EqCE-33> it 
can be shown that 
p<'lbo> 
= (sin2't'>cc-l ~ r "cg+k/2) <2cos!>k ( ) k/2e -expo 
12r<cx-112> k;O r<112>k! CCPo 
<E-40> 
I< 
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Figure 17. Relationship between the phases and aaplitudes. 
Figure 17 illustrates the relationship between the phases and 
aMplitudes. Through application 0£ eleaentary laws of trigonoaetry it 
can be seen that the following relationships hold: 
X = A + Rcosllf <F-1> 
Y = Rsinllf <F-2> 
v2 = x2 + y2 <F-3> 
._, = tan-l<YIX> <F-4> 
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R2 = A2 + y2 - 2AVcos~ <F-5> 
Vsin~ = Rsin<n-•> = Rsin• CF-6> 
Eq<F-5> is a stateaent of the Law of Cosines. EqCF-6> follows fro• 
the Law of Sines. 
When transforaing PDFs, it.•ust be reaeabered that, in addition 
to substituting variables according to the equations above, one aust 
divide by the absolute value of the Jacobian of the transforaation. 
The Jacobian of the transformation fro• R,• to X,Y is defined by 
JCR,fl> = 
o<X 1Y> <F-7> 
a<R, •> 
ax ax 
aR a• 
= <F-8> 
iY. ll. 
aR a• 
cos• -RsinJ 
= <F-9> 
sin• Reos• 
= Rcos2• + Rsin2j <F-10> 
= R CF-11> 
The Jacobian of the transf oraation fro• X,Y to V,\f' is defined by 
I 
JCX,Y> = i<V1!> CF-12> acx,v> 
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iY. iY. 
ax av 
J'CX,V> = <F-13> 
a'f' il 
ax av 
X/V V/V 
= <F-14> 
-V/CX2+V2> 1/(X+Y2/X) 
= x21v3 + v21v3 <F-15> 
= 1/V <F-16> 
APPENDIX G 
NOTATION 
A The aaplitude of the coherent signal. 
b The average intensity of the unconditional noise and the average of 
the average intensity of the conditional noise. 
b0 The average intensity of the conditional noise. 
B<x,y> The beta function defined on p.948 of reference 24. 
v Cn<x> The Gegenbauer polynoaial defined on p.1029 of reference 24. 
Ei<·> The exponential-integral defined on p.925 of reference 24. 
En A syabol introduced for notational convenience and defined by 
Eq<A-12>. 
kFn<a1, ••• ,ak;b1, ••• ,bn;x> A generalized hypergeoaetric function, 
defined on p.1045 of reference 24. 
The Meijer G-~unction defined on p.1068 of 
reference 24. 
I The intensity of the total field. 
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In Syabols introduced for notational convenience. They are defined 
by Eq<B-23>, Eq<B-24>, Eq<B-25>, Eq<B-26>, Eq<C-13>, EqCC-16> 
EqCC-17>, Eq<C-18>, and Eq<C-19>. 
Iv<x> The aodif ied Bessel function of the first kind, defined on 
p.952 of reference 24. 
Jn Syabols introduced for notational convenience and defined by 
EqCC-27>, Eq<C-28>, EqCC-36>, EqCC-29>, Eq<D-10>, Eq<D-11>, 
Eq<D-12>, and Eq<D-13>. 
Kn Syabols introduced for notational convenience and defined by 
EqCD-41>, EqCD-42>, and Eq<D-43). 
Kv<x> The aodified Bessel function of the second kind, defined on 
p.952 of reference 24. 
Ln A syabol introduced for notational convenience and defined by 
EqCE-8>. 
PDF Shorthand for probability density function. 
S1 A syabol introduced for notational convenience and defined by 
Eq<D-34>. 
UCa,b,x> i A confluent hypergeoaetric function, defined on p.504 of 
reference 25. 
V The aaplitude of the total field. 
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Wa,b<x> A Whittaker function defined on p.1059 of reference 24. 
a The effective nu•ber of contributing scatterers. 
r<x> The gaaaa function defined on p.933 of reference 24. 
r<x,y> The incoaplete gaaaa function defined on p.940 of reference 
24. 
8' The phase of the signal, with respect to an arbitrary reference. 
p A signal to noise ratio for the unconditional case, defined by 
p = A2/b. 
Po A signal to noise ratio for the conditional case, defined by 
Po = A2/bo. 
• The phase of the noise, referenced to the phase of the signal. 
•' The phase of the noise, with respect to an arbitrary reference. 
~<x> The probability integral, defined on page 930 of reference 24. 
•<a;b;x> A degenerate hypergeoaetric function, defined on page 1058 
of reference 24. It is an alternate syabol for 1F1<a;b;x>. 
~ The phase of the total field, referenced to the phase of the 
I 
coherent signal. 
~, The phase of the total field, with respect to an arbitrary 
reference. 
APPENDIX H 
IDENTITIES 
From page 970 of reference 24: 
Kv<z> = K-v<z> 
From page 375 of reference 25 <for non-integer v>: 
Kv<z> = 
n ( I-v<z> - Iv<z> ) 
2 sin<vn> 
Froa page 375 of reference 25: 
co <zl2>2k 
Iv<z> = (z/2)v l k=O k!r<v+k+l> 
Combining Eq<H-2> and Eq<H-3> yields: 
K <z> = 
v 
_____ n__ r (z/2)2k ( 
sin<vn> k=O 2k! 
Froa p.126 of reference 26 CV> A >: 
co 
(z/2>-v 
r<l+k-v> 
Czl2>v J 
r<l+k+v) 
Kv<aR>cos<y-> = l Kv+n<aV>In<aA>cos<n'> 
k=-oo 
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<H-1> 
<H-2> 
<H-3> 
CH-4> 
<H-5> 
Fro• p.126 0£ re£erence 26 < V >A >: 
K <aR> 
v m Kv+n<aV> Iv+n<aA> 
= 2vr<v> l <v+n> 
<aR>v n=O (a2AV>v 
Froa p.1030 0£ re£erence 24: 
n 
v ~ r<v+k>r<v+n-k> 
Cn<cos'> = k;O k!(n-k>tr<v>r<v> cosC<2k-n>'l 
From p.702 of re£erence 24: 
= 22w-1 -2w G3o(a
2
1 O 8 13 4 -1, w+v/2, 
From p.4 of reference 27 and p.61 of reference 28: 
G3o (x I o ) = 13 b,c,O 2x<b+c> 12 K (2v"X' ) b-c 
Fro• p.705 of re£erence 24: 
Fro• p.967 of reference 24: 
r-:-::- -z 
= vn/2z e 
= r;:_ z112-vK CaZ> 
.J 2a v-1/2 
~ Cn+k>! -k 
L k ! C n - k > ! C 2z > 
k=O 
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<H-6> 
CH-7> 
<H-8> 
<H-9> 
<H-10> 
CH-11> 
Fro• p.340 0£ reference 24 Ca,b > O>: 
co J X v-1 e-ax-b/x dx = v/2 r:-2Cb/a) Kv<2vab > 0 
Froa p.317 of reference 24 <a,b > O>: 
r v-1 -bx x e dx = -v b rcv,ab) 
a 
Fro• p.319 of reference 24 Cc,ab > O>: 
r v-1 < >Cc-1> -bx d x x-a e x = b-Cc+v)/2 
a 
Cc+v-2>12 
a 
xr<c>e-ab/2 W Cab> 
Cv-c>/2,Cl-c-v>/2 
Froa p.505 of reference 25: 
Wa,b<z> = e-z/2 zb+l/2 UCb-a+1/2,1+2b,z> 
The binoaial expansion: 
<1+x)-a = 
0) n l Ca>n<-x> 
n=O n! 
Fro• p.663 of reference 42 Cu > 0, arg<a> < n/2): 
I 
r 0 -ux e r<v,a/x)dx 
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CH-12) 
<H-13> 
<H-14> 
<H-15> 
CH-16> 
<H-17> 
Froa p.868 of reference 24 < a,s > 0 >: 
Jm t-k t /2t e-s -a wk (a/t)dt = 0 ,u 
Froa p.958 of reference 24: 
= 
!. JJ't ..._ 1111 e~COStu djlf 1t 0 
From p.306 of reference 24 Ca> O>: 
Ju e-a2x2 dx = 
-u 
ii ~<au) 
a 
Fro• p.307 of reference 24 Ca,u > O>: 
r -a2x2 e dx 
u 
Froa p.256 of reference 25 <z not an integer>: 
r<z>r<l-z> = n/sinCzn> 
Froa p.1063 of reference 24: 
§Cx> = 2x§~l/2,3/2;-x2>J../i 
Fro• p.1059 and p.1058 of reference 24: 
2x~<112,3/2;x> = ex - •<-112,1/2;x> 
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CH-18> 
<H-19> 
<H-20> 
CH-21> 
CH-22> 
CH-23> 
CH-24> 
Froa p.777 of reference 25: 
0 
C~<O> 
= { (-l>n/2 rca+n/2) 
r<a>Cn/2)! 
Fro• p.274 and p.277 of reference 29: 
n 
2F1<-n, 1-a+n; 1; 1> = l 
k=O 
(~) 
From p.280 of reference 29 < c-a-b > 0 >: 
r<a>r<c-a-b) 
rcc-a>r<c-b) 
Froa p.256 of reference 25: 
<a>n = rca+n>lr<a> 
Fro• p.273 of reference 29: 
<1-a>n = <-1)D/Ca>-n 
Fro• p.931 of reference 24: 
~<x> 
co -x2 
= l x2n+l e 
n=O ../ii <112>n+1 
I 
n odd 
n even 
<-l>k<l-a+n)k 
k! 
Fro• p.826 of reference 24 Cn > 0, v > -112>: 
1 I c1-x2)v-112 cri<x>dx = o 
-1 
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(ff-25> 
<H-26) 
<H-27 > 
<H-28> 
<H-29> 
<H-30> 
<H-31> 
Fro• p.1031 of reference 24: 
Fro• p.937 of reference 24: 
rc1+x) = xr<x> 
From p.294 of reference 24 Cv > O>: 
1 J c1-x2>v- 1 dx = 
0 
Fro• p.950 of reference 24: 
B<x,y> = r<x>r<v> r<x+y) 
Fro• p.939 of reference 24: 
ru12> = Vii 
From p.958 of reference 24: 
1 2 B<l/2,,v> 
sin2v- dflf = 2rcv+ll2>.Jit Cz/2>- Iv<z> Jn e:t::zcosflf v 
-n 
I 
Fro• p.725 of reference 24: 
t 0 -1 -c2z-ca2+b2)/z z e Iv<2ab/z)dz 
= { 2Iv<2ac>Kv<2bc> 
2Kv<2ac>Iv<2bc> 
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<H-32> 
<H-33> 
CH-34> 
CH-35> 
<H-36> 
CH-37> 
b>a 
CH-38> 
a>b 
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Fro• p.337 of reference 24 <v,b > O>: 
J~xv-1 e-bx2-ax dx = -v/2 a2/8b ~ C2b) r<v>e D-v<alv 2b> 0 <H-39> 
Fro• p.1064 of reference 24: 
0 <z> = 2 pl2..,;:n -z2/4(1F1C-p/2, 1/2; z2/2) p n e rcl/2-p/2) 
<H-40) 
From p.1045 of reference 24: 
r Ca1>n<a2>n···<au>nzk 
n=O <b1>n<b2>n···<bv>nk! 
Froa p.938 of reference 24: 
r<2x> = rcx>r<x+l/2) 22x-1 
rc112> 
CH-41> 
<H-42> 
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